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                          Mountaintops where you can view a deep red sunset. The vast ocean where the whales and dolphins swim. Long-established breweries with over 100 years of history,and popular
                          activities too.
                        

                        
                          Once you see them, you're sure to be astounded. You'll exclaim, "I never knew there was such an amazing place in Tokyo!" On this website you'll find information on the charms
                          of the outlying area and islands of Tokyo covering a variety of topics.
                        

                        
                          Come on! Now's the time to try it! Experience a new luxury that can be found close to Tokyo, in the thrilling outdoors and culture of the Tama area and the Tokyo Islands.
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                    -Islands of Tokyo-
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                      The Shima region lies to the south of metropolitan Tokyo.

                      Encounter an array of islands in the Pacific Ocean, surrounded by mystical blue seas, hidden volcanoes and unique flora and fauna along the way.

                      Tokyo's islands offer a luxurious getaway, thanks to tranquil landscapes that cannot be found anywhere else in Tokyo.
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                    -The Tama Area-
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                      The Tama area covers the western part of Tokyo.

                      Encounter magnificent mountains covered by forests, with rivers flowing through mountain gorges.

                      Here you can find food cultivated from fertile soil and pure water, by local townspeople rich in character.

                      Discover a gentler, more nostalgic side of Tokyo in the western, rural oasis of Tama.
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